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DELIVERING RESULTS WITH

Dynamic Creative



Always use the best 
creatives for your audience

Dynamic creative helps advertisers 
understand the best creative elements for 
a given audience and placement.
Good creative drives ad performance on Facebook. But the perfect ad for each audi-
ence isn’t always clear. Advertisers often create multiple ad variations to determine the 
best combination of imagery, videos, copy, etc. -- a time consuming and costly process. 

Dynamic creative accepts the basic components of a Facebook ad and automatically 
creates a series of ad variants based on these components. Dynamic 
creative serves these ads across placements to explore the perfor-
mance of each creative within the given audience.

The system focuses on delivering creative components that produce 
the most efficient results for each impression served. 

This optimization is a continual process. The creative that worked 
best today may not be the winner tomorrow, especially when audi-
ence fatigue is considered. 

Dynamic creative ensures your audience is always served the best 
preforming creative combinations for any given time or placement.

Dynamic creative 
supports conver-
sions, app installs, 
and traffic objec-
tives.

Upload an assortment of creative assets: images, 
videos, titles, descriptions, and calls-to-action

Dynamic creative explores different options and 
delivers the best performing combinations for each 

placement and audience.



See ads insights at the asset level
Learn which creative elements perform best with your 
audience 
Running multiple versions of creative is only valuable if you can measure results. 
Dynamic creative allows advertisers to benchmark each creative element separately. 

New insights reporting tables are available in Ads Manager to provide performance 
breakdowns by creative asset. Learn the image style or the tone of text that drives 
results and build more effective ad creative for future campaigns.

Deliver assets that drive action. And find the best 
creatives for your audience with dynamic creative.


